Information for open communities
inEvent is a European-funded project that is developing new tools
for working with recorded meetings, videoconferences, and
lectures. We are looking for two organizations that (i) meet at
least once a year, (ii) cannot always get together but need to communicate, and (iii)
would not mind having their meetings recorded and accessed by our automatic
research tools. For the right groups, this is a unique opportunity to communicate
better, both in meetings and to the wider public.

What we offer
Companies participating in this project will be provided with SCOPIA Desktop, a
commercial web-conferencing system allowing them to meet and collaborate using
audio, video and data, for a full year. Compared with other video conferencing
systems, SCOPIA Desktop:


Allows meetings with more
participants - up to 28 with video,
audio and data and many more with
audio and data only - using any
mobile device, PC or landline.



Enables recording meetings for
viewing later and skimming back
through a presentation (for instance,
if you arrive late).



Is easier to use and provides a higher quality experience, while consuming less
bandwidth than other solutions in the market today.

In addition, Klewel will offer a super discount (3’000 euros) on its professional
webcasting service for one international conference. The goal of this service is to
allow publishing your event on the internet so anyone can watch your talks, find
information from them quickly, and find out what you do. With Triskel:


The event can be viewed shortly
after it has finished.



The slides presented by each
speaker accompany the video;
synchronization is guaranteed.



The search engine can find a key
moment in the presentation;
viewing of the entire event is not
necessary.



Identification of each speaker / affiliation / sponsor is optimal.



Navigation is simple; chaptering follows the slide show.

In addition to as special discount on the service, a special discount will be offered for
purchasing the new Triskel webcasting platform, composed of a multimedia capture
station and a corresponding publishing web portal.

What we need
In return for your free use of SCOPIA Desktop and special discount for Triskel, we
will need:
 Our researchers to have access to your meeting recordings, to enable them
develop new tools
 A few short meeting segments to show the work that we are doing to our
funders, other researchers, and potential customers
 Your feedback in order to help us improve the technology

More information



About RADVISION and SCOPIA Desktop:
www.radvision.com/SCOPIA_Desktop
About Klewel and Triskel: www.klewel.com/triskel

To find out if your organization could benefit from working with us, contact:
Jean Carletta, University of Edinburgh, jeanc@inf.ed.ac.uk.
Tamar Barzuza, RADVISION, tamarb@radvision.com.
Maël Guillemot, Klewel, mael.guillemot@klewel.com.

